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UNHEALED DISTRESS
Distress is stress beyond the capacity of the person
experiencing it to maintain behaviour conventionally
considered ‘reasonable’. Unhealed distress lingers on.
Sometimes it is diagnosed as post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). But unhealed distresses are mostly not so severe as
to require, in the sufferer’s experience of them, medical
attention. Consequently, most of us learn to live with
unhealed distress as a mood. Nonetheless, living with
unhealed distress leaves one’s ability to solve problems
seriously affected by it – albeit not very consciously.

Everyone is affected by incidents of unhealed distress
(UD), and everyone’s ordinary reaction is an automatic
attempt (AA) to avoid their re-occurrence …
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Introduction
For problem-solvers, the key question at each difficult stage of a discussion is: “Is our
thinking accurate?” And if in doubt about that, “Are we managing ourselves consciously,
or are unconscious affects of one kind or another driving us”?
In the schematic opposite, unhealed distresses are denoted by seams of colour. By
‘distress’, I mean an experience we were unable to manage – one that overwhelmed us.
We call it a trauma. In childhood, we suffer many such distresses. If we get sufficient
help, we heal them and grow in physical and mental resilience – the ability to spring
back to balance. But if we don’t get sufficient help, our automatic neurological resources
are always subsequently on the alert for the possibility recurring of circumstances similar
to ones that overwhelmed us in the past. They do this by comparing the signals they
sense in our present environments with those they have registered from a trauma
experienced in the past. These comparisons are always fast; but they are not always
accurate.
Unhealed distresses are always affecting us, whether or not we are conscious of this
phenomenon. They are partly what trigger unpleasant, stuck moods, during which our
automatic neurological resources are sending signals of alarm (anxiety) to our conscious
resources (i.e. us, as we’d like to be) and initiating physical actions that we can only try
to quell. This phenomenon may be the most important factor in the occurrence of
dishonesty in the workplace found in the following survey:

Incidence of Lying & Judgments of Dishonesty in the Workplace
Percent of Survey Total

(% of 2006 Careerbuilder.com Survey Respondents)
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

25
19

15

Workers admitting to
Workers who report Managers who have fired
telling lies at the office at having been caught in a
an employee for
least once a week
lie at work
dishonesty

In the absence of a sufficient sense of safety, our automatic resources impel our
conscious resources into a range of reactive patterns we once believed would help us
avoid re-experiencing an unhealed distress. This is nature’s way of protecting us from
dangers like those we or our ancestors narrowly survived in the past. Unfortunately, the
automatic neurological phenomena triggered by unhealed distress shifts our conscious
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perspective out of an accurate sense of the present toward one that, to observant
others, seems to be reacting automatically to the past. Although every society has
conventions as to which of a range of automaticities are normal and which are abnormal,
no one is free of this ‘automaticity’ – even if some seem amusing or charmingly
idiosyncratic to others. By contrast our conscious resources are our present intimations
of what, where, and who we are and also of how we are feeling now. In short, they are
the processes behind our varying, and thus various, self-images.
We oscillate in and out of being conscious and states of being in which our subconscious, automatic resources are driving us away from what they fear are potential
dangers. This semi-conscious way of living serves us well enough in most
circumstances. Instincts, cultural presumptions, and our own individual learnings from
memorable experiences provide most of the directions we need. But what happens if our
conscious minds are unable to quell ‘alarm bells’ from a limbic system set to avoid reexperiencing an unhealed distress? What then? Well, then we ‘have a problem’, and
new light on the issue confronting us in the present is then vital for us to discover.
When our instincts, presumptions, reactions and personal learnings seem to be
insufficient, will we have more than ordinary interest to become conscious, in the
present moment, of how some forgotten and unhealed distress may be contaminating
our thinking? The bad news is our ‘I’ perspective may be confused into seeing only
danger and not opportunity, or, if we’ve had a notable escape, too much opportunity and
not enough danger. The good news in this book is that by consciously changing our
automatic forms of ‘I-statement’, one can minimize the departures, driven by
automaticities emanating from one’s particular range of unhealed distresses, from an
accurate sensing of the present.
We may be aware that we are anxious and perhaps confused. But do we know the
practical implications of those feelings? Are we able to work with the clues to well-being
and personal meaning contained, albeit in often not very easily recognizable form, in our
emotions and moods? Can we use these clues to avoid getting ‘derailed’ further? Can
we use them in truly vital problem-solving and decision-making?
In the early 1990s I discovered that taking the trouble to articulate honestly either a
silent or a public I-statement in the form "I have X emotion now" empowered me to
begin compensating consciously for affects intrinsic to my thinking that were driving me
to take irrational actions or participate in social behaviours considered inappropriate in
my milieu. My friends, family, associates, and I have ever since been involved in a
process of inventing and testing verbal formats, known as linguistics, to help us maintain
or recover the equanimity needed to make good choices concerning the
well-being and sense personal-social meaning of both ourselves and
others. Then, at the turn of the new millennium, research by the
National Institute of Mental Health unit at the University of California at
Los Angeles confirmed, by formal scientific methods involving the latest
MRI techniques1, what my circle had already learned from our own
researches in this field:

1

http://www.neuroreport.com/pt/re/neuroreport/abstract.00001756-200001170-00009.htm
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Verbal labeling of one's emotion is an excellent psycho-linguistic step by which
to evolve states of mind that are more reliable for problem-solving and
decision-making.
Such labeling starts us on the way to recovering true presence of mind, i.e. an attention
to present realities around me as well as to what’s occurring inside my own skin.
Let me briefly illustrate this finding by recollections of three adventures in my life. The
first of these adventures happened quite recently:

Disastrous Beginning Turns Out Well
Greek Town in Toronto has many places to eat on a Sunday morning. My close friend
Johanna and I chose Motorama because Maria and her husband
make everyone feel welcome with a superb traditional brunch in a
glorious setting of paintings of quintessential Greek vistas.
Our conversation proceeded, as it often does, to where I felt the
need to express something in relation to an issue unnecessary to
detail here. It had become a major issue for me because it
appeared to be of no interest or concern to her. In the past, I
have either managed such moments at great pain to myself, or
else we have needed a separation of at least a week or two,
sometimes much more.
This time, I recalled my success in initiating discussions of difficult issues with the “I
have ‘X emotion’ now” form of I-statement, or IHXEN – an acronym one can
conveniently pronounce ‘Eye-Zen’. Using the IHXEN form honestly enables my honesty
to be recognized as honesty. For reasons I’ll discuss in the next chapter honest IHXENs
are invariably recognized as honest. Moreover, because they indicate I know my
emotion consciously, utterance of an IHXEN excites the minimum of alarm in my
conversational partners. Furthermore, I usually find that an honest IHXEN begins a
process in me by which later in the conversation I can express what I want to say with a
combination of empathy and authenticity that I could not otherwise muster.
Secure in the knowledge I would be believed without also being taken as so disagreeable
as to be disruptive, I told my simplest truth of the moment. I said: “I have grief now”.
Silence ensued. Silence usually does follow admission of one’s possession of a socially
incorrect or questionable emotion, such as grief usually is considered. Such silences give
us time to think and reflect and others a signal that one earnestly wants unusually close
attention. In this instance I used the silence to ruminate on the question that had been
perplexing me: How can I express myself without either accusing her of grossly ignoring
me or of letting myself down in a relationship that had become important to both of us?
The next few minutes were dominated, for me, by hope that something empathic would
come back from Johanna. A few months before, she had agreed to my request that, in
moments of difficulty in our relationship, we would exchange the unconventional form of
I-statement I had just modeled for her, an honest IHXEN. That request sought a
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practical way for us to make what we each contributed to our relationship as authentic
as we each could make it – without being alarming. Many people think the meaning of
the word ‘authentic’ is the same as that of the word ‘frank’. But being authentic requires
a lot more thinking than does being frank – a theme we’ll expand throughout this book2.
Nonetheless, one’s first efforts at being authentic necessarily begin by being so frank
that they can easily be experienced as alarming.
I don’t remember much of what we actually then said to each
other, but I do recall that my gaze scarcely left her face. I also
recall that at some point she expressed herself with an
unmistakably honest “I have anger now”. This told me she had
recalled our agreement and so was conscious of her anger. It
gave me a little reassurance that I was making progress in my
desire, even need, to express some concerns for the issue I
had.
The next specifics I can accurately recall are that Johanna handed me a gift she had
bought for my birthday, which was imminent; that she put money down on the table to
pay for her lunch; that she stood up with her lunch only half eaten; and that she then
left with a single angry, word: “Goodbye!”
Oh dear, I thought, now in some emotion between consternation and misery: I've blown
it. But there was nothing I could think of that I actually wanted to do. So, finishing my
lunch in a state of extreme dudgeon and noting that the wrapping around her gift left no
doubt that it was a book, I made my way to a coffee shop where I often have a windthe-week-down green tea and oatmeal cookie, and began to read it.
A couple of hours later, something prompted me to look up from my reading. There she
was. I said “I have relief to see you”, which was again the simplest way to express
myself honestly.
She enquired as to whether our evening appointment was still on. “Yes”, I said,
instantly remembering the agreement we had made to go to a performance that
evening, by her professional association, of “Let’s Go to the Movies”. Genuine smiles
appeared on both our faces.
Did what we said to each other, and especially the IHXEN exchanges we used at the
worst moments, help us heal the grief and anger we had felt so strongly earlier in the
day? Later chapters3 will respond to those questions more fully, but for now I can tell
you that the honest IHXENs we chose helped us become more presently conscious.
Aren’t those the first and second principles of conversation to keep in mind when we face
a challenging problem? If we can maintain our relationships and grow in our ability to
remain conscious of what’s happening, then are we not likely to be able to get closer to
realizing what we are yearning for?

2
3

A theme that reviewers can explore via the essay to be found at this link
Especially Ch 3: Author’s Confessions
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Articulating an honest IHXEN whose ‘X emotion’ is restricted to a noun phrase, such as
anger or grief or rising alarm, is one way, among many others, of maintaining
relationship while becoming more conscious of what is happening. An IHXEN is a simple
I-statement, and in challenging circumstances we all have strong desires for simplicity.
It’s not initially – until we have a vocabulary of emotion nouns – an easy statement to
articulate, but the acronym IHXEN is at least easy to remember. That means that, when
we become aware that proficiency in articulating the IHXEN form can help us, it is not a
difficult guideline to bring to mind.
What my circle of fellow problem-solvers has also discovered is that anyone wanting to
avoid distraction of mental presence from focusing on a particular problem can take
advantage of the IHXEN form – either articulating it to oneself or voicing it in the
company of an audience of one or more other people; and when we do, we maintain
relationship and centre ourselves safely and productively. To articulate an IHXEN, one
must turn one's mind inward to becoming aware, in-the-immediate-moment, of what
particular current beliefs, which may turn out to be presumptions, are ‘in charge’. In this
way we can begin to discover how presumptions might be affecting our thinking. In
alarming circumstances, or even mildly disturbing ones, formulating an honest IHXEN
helps us shift our thinking toward isolating potential presumptions that would have
driven us, if we had been less conscious of our emotion (or mood), into who knows what
dangerous or distracting roller coaster.
Linguists have become virtually unanimous in discouraging the practice of prescribing
linguistic forms. Their unanimity on this point is derived from two sources. First, they
have argued that political efforts in the past to preserve, for example, the French culture
in the face of the importations into French language of American and British practices
have largely been wastes of energy. Second, they have argued that the loss of language
diversity – in the form of educational pressures to ignore minority languages and
dialects, such as Ebonics in the US or Gaelic in Ireland – are not only cruel but also
diminish the ability of our species to observe and preserve itself in the ecosystem4. My
drawing attention to the value of IHXENs from problem-solving and decision-making
purposes does not discount the value of avoiding political prescription. On the contrary,
the IHXEN articulations that have emerged from the problem-solving conversations I’ve
had with people from many walks of life tend to be quite novel and creative perspectives
on life experience5.
The second adventure occurred in 2008. It took place over a
sushi lunch with a buddy of mine from Cambridge University,
Christopher Walker. Written just a day afterward, it is
presented here as part of the conversation we had that day
because it illustrates these findings in quite another type of
relationship.
Christopher has been an engineer and a consultant and
graduated in Engineering and Economics from Gonville and
Caius College. Thirty years ago he founded the International
4
5

See, for example, Robert Lane Greene’s “You Are What You Speak” (2011, Delacorte Press)
Examples include: “I have optimistic perplexity now” and “I have amused determination now”!
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Cost Engineering Council whose objectives are to encourage, promote, and develop the
science and art of the cost management profession, for the public good, worldwide. He
has been President of both the American and British Cost Engineering Associations and,
later, became a Certified Arbitrator engaged part-time in mediation. Now retired, he
remains active in many fields. In short, he has accomplished much in his life.

From Aware to Conscious with IHXENs
My lunch conversation with Christopher demonstrated to us both that even someone as
well-educated, experienced and successful a problem-solver as Christopher will have
something worth learning from becoming even more consciously aware of the emotional
energies affecting him or her than English-speaking people ordinarily believe to be
worthwhile.
Our lunch was arranged so that I could share with him what I had recently learned and
confirmed from engagements as a coach to some entrepreneurs who each had been
facing existential challenges in their businesses. The conversation I’ve narrated below
took place at a moment when I felt I had to draw Christopher’s attention to features of
IHXEN statements that I knew had been key factors in facilitating the successes of those
engagements:
Angus: “I have curiosity now, Christopher. What emotion do you have?"
Christopher: "I'm not sure, Angus. I'm fine, I suppose."
Angus: "You certainly look fine. Although I’m quite sure that’s true, Authentix Coaches
have found that, when we learn to express ourselves accurately in the IHXEN format,
then insights into what is happening both inside and outside our own skins begin to
emerge. We have also found that these insights can be very tangibly valuable in real-life
situations. For this reason we have as a firm been helping clients to use this format.
Indeed, we’ve had considerable success over the last three or four years with this
approach, as our testimonials show. Would you like to experience this by putting your
answer in the IHXEN format?"
Christopher: "Sure, Angus. Let me see, ... I have .......". (Christopher struggled for
several seconds and then confessed that he didn't know what noun would accurately
label his emotion). "Perhaps because I don't immediately have any emotion."
Angus: "Well that might be so. Yet it might also have been that you had some emotion
but hadn't yet acquired the emoto-linguistic skill to name it in an IHXEN. Only a very
few people speaking English have that skill, although members of the Plantagenet Court
in England probably had it, and people speaking languages such as French, Portuguese,
Spanish, and German, and probably other languages too also have it today. They can
name their emotions with a noun label without much difficulty because that's the
linguistic convention in their language community. If an English-speaking person truly
doesn't have any emotion, then he or she might conceivably aver as much with the
expression “I have equanimity now", signifying that she or he feels perfectly balanced in
mind and body. Feeling equanimous is an exceedingly rare experience for me, although
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it is one I seek more or less whenever I notice that my emotion has become so strong
that I surely do know it is not equanimity. Is equanimity – virtually perfect balance in
mind and body – rare for you, too, Christopher?"
Christopher: "Well, now you’ve drawn my attention to this, Angus, I suppose it is."
Angus: "That seems to be the case for virtually everyone. If you're at all like me,
finding the words to articulate your own unique truth of the moment, which an IHXEN is,
isn't always easy."
Christopher: "Oh, so that's what's special about IHXENs. They are a format for
centering in one's own truth of the moment."
Angus: "Yes, that's part of what's so valuable about an IHXEN. Another part is that, if
one is conscientiously honest with selection of the word for one's 'X emotion' of the
moment, one's partner invariably feels reassured that one is authentic and grounded,
and that helps build mutual confidence – something that is extremely valuable in a
team."
Christopher: "Yes, that would be valuable. I recall now that in our introductory
conversation you told me that you started Authentix Coaches because you were having
severe trouble being believed, and felt then that this was not only unfair, but also
unproductive for society as a whole. How were you so sure of the latter?"
Angus: "I often knew for sure that I truly did know what I was talking about in
conversations where I also knew my conversational partners didn't, and later concrete
evidence that I took the trouble to assemble and present proved that that was indeed
so."
Christopher: "Perhaps it was sometimes also the other way around ..."
Angus (animatedly): "Yes, indeed! That too was sometimes the case. A difficulty we
all have to work through sometimes is reconciling the points of view of members of our
family, the teams of which we are members, and the teams we are leading. We have to
do this in such a way that new statements of reality can be discovered in which everyone
feels a sense of satisfaction or at least safety. In the situations you and I in our long
careers have experienced, I guess we needed to feel that sufficiently deep levels of
relevant insight and agreement had been accumulated and shared for some form of
modestly concerted action to be taken. I think that may often be better done from
equanimity than from what many psychologists call flow – likely because action from
flow perpetuates whatever is today turning us all into creatures busier than
bees.
(Continuing more calmly) When we practise IHXENs we find ourselves learning to expand
the range of circumstances in which we can tell our own 'truths' in a way recognizably
authentic but yet not alarming to others – in other words in ways others know we are
not theorizing or pontificating or exaggerating or holding back or threatening but rather
are telling what we know to be very true and relevant, i.e. reliably useful and/or
invigorating, or at least exonerating if any of us have been accused of unethical intent.
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This is the quality of input we want from family members, colleagues, partners, clients,
bosses, and subordinates – provided, of course, that they present it gently enough for us
to recognize it as relevant to our life’s purpose. We gain that quality from others by
offering our colleagues what Authentix Coaches call empathic authenticity.
(Pausing, and looking directly at Christopher) You look as if you have either curiosity or
interest now, Christopher? Is that so?"
Christopher: "Yes, I think I have both, although I'm still wondering where this is all
leading."
Angus: "Well, I appreciate your hearing me out. I don’t want us to move on too quickly,
so let me recap. You had curiosity and interest a minute ago, and now you have concern
that I 'get a move on'. Would that be so?"
Christopher: "Yes! That is indeed so! My wonder was definitely tinged with
impatience! But now that I've had the experience of you articulating a real-time, current
IHXEN for yourself and also of you helping me to recognize two IHXENs that would have
been quite true if I had said them for myself, I feel some emotion stirring in me that I
am quite sure is not equanimity, but which I have to admit I still can't express as an
IHXEN, although it definitely is a positive emotion."
Angus: "Well, you might want to call that emotion 'an upbeat temporary ignorance'
because if you don't have a word for it now, you probably will after reviewing this list.
I then handed Christopher a version of the list of emotion nouns my friends and I in
Authentix Coaches had been accumulating since about 2000:

A List of Emotion Nouns
Awe, joy, rue, ease, hope, bliss, hurt, love, need, rage, dread, grief, guilt, mirth, need,
peace, pique, poise, pride, trust, shame, shock, scorn, stress, want, woe, thrill, angst,
fear, zeal, alarm, anger, anguish, boredom, caution, challenge, concern, contempt,
delight, desire, disgust, dismay, distress, envy, fury, fatigue, horror, hurry, panic,
passion, pleasure, pressure, regret, rancor, relief, remorse, resolve, sorrow, surprise,
tension, torment, trial, triumph, upset, worry, yearning, annoyance, approval,
assurance, confidence, defiance, dilemma, distraction, elation, ignorance, impotence,
intensity, injustice, interest, jealousy, misgiving, potency, preference, suffering,
gratitude, confusion, dejection, exhaustion, frustration, obsession, vexation,
ambivalence, despondency, expectancy, anxiety, difficulty, hilarity, perplexity,
solemnity, tranquility, agitation, apprehension, concentration, contemplation,
disconsolation, excitation, exultation, trepidation, curiosity, fascination, indignation,
irritation, protestation, satisfaction, anticipation, equanimity, vulnerability.
Christopher (as he reads through the list): "Whoah! I have alarm now. (Then reading
further through the list …) “Triumph! Ah! Yes, triumph is indeed what I have now for I
feel at last that I have some understanding of what you are driving at with the IHXEN
form!"
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Angus: "Great! Thanks, Christopher. I was a bit worried by your alarm. But now I
think we’ve both had a triumph today!”
Six years later Christopher and I reminisced over that lunch. We agreed that our
behaviours that day were very substantially driven by patterns we had learned at school,
ones of impressing each other and avoiding shame. His sense of my passing him the list
was that it was a challenge, and his reaction had been alarm. He had then channeled
that emotional energy into determination to rise to the challenge. Aided by the list, he
was able to do this by labeling his emotion honestly as alarm, and that gave him just
enough relief from that energy to continue reading the list. And when he came across
the word ‘triumph’ he was then able to recognize it as a good label for the state of mind
of having succeeded in his determination. That he was able to admit the alarm is
perhaps due to how little threat I, as a friend, posed him. But, in any case, his reading
on from alarm to triumph seems to me to be a validation of the self-empowerment value
of labeling one’s emotion – in that it brought sufficient relaxation, and perhaps a healing
of the anxiety he named as alarm, to name his succeeding emotion as triumph.
Ordinarily, people who consider themselves accomplished decision-makers make
culturally trained efforts not to acknowledge or show publically an emotion such as
alarm. But, by being willing to express his alarm in an honest IHXEN, he had become
able to transcend the ‘normal’ cultural temptation to pretend and instead was opening
himself up to looking for a state of mind that I had alluded to in our conversation as
equanimity. As we shall see, looking for equanimity is a constructive alternative for
problem-solving and decision-making to acting from pretence or seeking only the
personal elixir of triumph.
Later in our review Christopher acknowledged he had used IHXENs in mediations he had
conducted, on the strength of which he felt able to give me the endorsement you can
find among the testimonials contained in the promotional material for this book.6
The third adventure relates to an event from my early childhood. It’s not a story of the
use of IHXENs. Far from that, it’s a story of what happened when I was entirely lacking
of any knowledge of either the existence or the potential of IHXENs or, indeed, of any
linguistic insight at all:

Icarus up a chestnut tree7
I was born in India. It was a tumultuous period: rioting by nationalists understandably
seeking to take advantage of the threat to Britain posed by the Second World War was
compounding the threat of invasion by the Japanese.

6

Reviewers: Christopher’s endorsement on pages 5-6 of the maven endorsement pages in this
file
7
This story was first published in Toronto’s Globe and Mail on May 12, 2015.
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/facts-and-arguments/the-view-was-intoxicating-but-whydid-i-climb-so-high/article24367077/
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The British Raj responded by moving its army families, of which
we were one, around the country at a stupendous rate. My
mother told me we moved 12 times in the four years of my
infancy in India. My siblings and I all used to laugh about her
numeracy, so I question those figures a little – we seniors know
about memories. She must nonetheless have been busy as all
heck.
Ponky – for that was what they called me in those days (in
amusement, they later admitted to me, at the fact the diapers in
which I was clothed were often smelly) – was entrusted to a
series of ayahs – the Indian name for nannies. But the ayahs
changed every few months, and you can imagine how different
the lilts of their Englishes must have been from the uppermiddle-class Victorian accent of my parents – who, if you asked them, would deny they
had any accent at all a huge variety of different accents.
We learn language skills instinctively and prodigiously in our early years so Ponky,
desperate to be sure he was clearly perceived as one of a member of the family who
ruled the home, must have hung on to his mother’s every word. The alternative was to
be reckoned a member of any of the very beautiful but somehow not as “important”
people who comprised our live-in servants’ families. Can you imagine Ponky’s petulance
with any ayah who dared put herself between Mother and His Pearly Majesty?
A year before India’s Independence, my mother and stepfather landed in England. After
a year of searching around what must have seemed a vastly changed country, they
settled in the Lincolnshire Wolds with four young children, of whom I was the only son.
It was there that I experienced some minutes that ever since have puzzled my
reflections of childhood.
Halfway through those minutes, I was 30 feet up in a glorious chestnut tree that shaded
the northeastern of the three lawns of our front garden. Way higher than my climbing
competence could sustain, I (or Ponks – for that was how the name of my six-year-old
self had evolved) was, I believe, exultant in the feeling I had just proved something.
A moment later, on moving to survey more of the exhilarating
vista of which I had won sight, I was falling – head almost-first
through the crackling little branches of a tree in old age.
My fall ended in an agonizingly bruising way on the lawn.
Winded, I could do nothing but wait for help. Fortunately, help
soon came from my elder sister – who, bless her great heart, was
often guardian angel to me in our early lives.
Why had the six-year-old who preceded me in the threads of
consciousness in which I continue – mostly, that is! – have
climbed so high?
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What interests me today is that at age 4, Ponky had already broken his leg climbing on a
tall stone flower pot. Why hadn’t he learned the necessity to avoid risking a fall? Was
there something he was inflexibly determined to prove? What can I learn today from my
“inner child” – winded, voiceless, pained, heroifying Ponks?
Although I still struggle today with the damage in my shoulders, ribcage, spine, sacrum,
neck and cranium that the near-fatal shift of my then-small weight precipitated, I cannot
recall anything of the minutes immediately preceding Ponks’s climb.
It’s not a total mystery: I can distinctly remember at about that time resenting that such
a name as Ponks, though less obviously jocular than Ponky, still wasn’t a name any sixyear-old engaged in building his self-esteem could be happy to be called. Ponks had
surely tried using words to get the kind of attention he wanted, but – according to my
mother – he’d found that the most effective behaviour was to lie down on his (and my)
back, kick his legs up in the air and scream.
Had he stormed out of the family kitchen in righteous wrath and looked around for a way
to prove he was a being to whom his mother “bloody well” ought to be paying respectful
attention? What better way than to climb a tree that no one in your family, or probably
any family, had ever even thought of climbing?
Yet a question still haunts me: Where was I when Ponks was climbing that tree? I want
increasingly accurate answers to this question, because I want to learn how to be wiser
in the use of my anger. I want, when I have anger, to be able to invent alternatives to
climbing metaphorical chestnut trees to levels from which I can exult – and then, of
course, fall.

* * *
The stories in this introduction are reflections on my discovery, consciously, of the
emotional energy affecting me and my partners in challenging moments. If these stories
have intrigued you, I feel sure you’ll find the rest of this book will help you find solutions
to perplexing problems of many kinds.
Sometimes articulating an IXHEN can bring about a solution quite quickly. Be aware,
however, that acquiring proficiency in IHXENs is not an overnight task. My clients have
typically taken six months of half-day sessions with me to become proficient enough with
IHXENs to tackle and thoroughly solve whatever might be the big problem that was
besetting them when I met them. Be aware also that the IHXEN insight is just the root
of a serious of psycholinguistic insights, known as Eye-Zen English, which have occurred
to me since becoming proficient in articulating honest IHXENs.
Those of us with bottom-line responsibility will therefore want to know about the return
on investment in learning proficiency with Eye-Zen English. So in the chapter that
follows you’ll find some numbers on that issue. I’ve drawn them from a coaching
engagement in which the short-term pay-off from the client’s learning investment was
quite clear. As you’ll see, the numbers are astonishingly attractive. The engagement
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itself is described in a still later chapter, from which you’ll see that the long-term pay-off
from acquiring proficiency in IHXENs is also impressive.
The rallying cries of “Je suis Charlie” and “I am Charlie” have resonated among millions
around the world. But will those cries of professed common identity lead to any gain in
mutual respect between the social majority and ‘home-grown’ Muslim populations – from
among whose number the Charlie Hebdo assassins came? Most accounts of the
subsequent conversations in France suggest that, if such a gain is to happen, it will be a
long time coming. Later in this book, I’ll discuss why replacing automatic identity
statements like “I am Charlie” with the much more conscious, and much less tribal,
forms of I-statement that IHXENs are will likely be much more effective in bringing about
such reconciliations.
When I joined the management consulting firm of McKinsey & Company, I wanted to
solve problems which initially caused me to quail but which I nevertheless knew needed
solving. So, if that’s a situation you’ve ever faced or expect to face as a problem-solver,
I believe this book will surprise, and eventually also, delight you.
In it you’ll find my account, corroborated where possible by the people with whom I was
interacting at the time, of:
how I came upon IHXENs;
how I discovered the value of all kinds of IHXENs, not just ones of anger, in life
both inside and outside the workplace;
how those discoveries led me to make practical definitions for values like honesty,
empathy, and clarity, and truly meaningful distinctions between often conflated
words like those between bravery and courage, between logic and rationality –
words that most of us use but without consistency, words that give rise
inadvertently to confusion or worse
how the learnings facilitated by my work with IHXENs and these values have now
become the Eye-Zen principles of English usage for collaborative problem-solving;
why and in what situations I believe Eye-Zen English principles can become
valuable wherever English is spoken with strong interest to solve problems
thoroughly, which, of course, means fairly as well as effectively, expeditiously and
efficiently;
what the limitations of IHXEN exchanges and other Eye-Zen English principles
appear to be
how a mixed-gender evening set aside among ten Toronto associates of mine to
discuss IHXENs while debating the motion “Women are more powerful than they
think” led to unanimous agreement to the motion – and also to one of the women
concluding the debate with “Women, yes, we are powerful, we do not realize our
power, and neither do men” (see video downloadable here).
In this book are the stories of just a few of the more memorable adventures of a life
lived while the global population of our species has tripled. My hope is that in reading
these stories, and the theories I’ve articulated to explain them, you’ll discover and
benefit from some principles of a new science – the science of emoto-linguistics. The
subject of this science is the moment when an emotion is urging us to express ourselves
verbally, and its focus is the acquisition of practical knowledge as to what drives the
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cultures of the communities in which we live. Although this science has scarcely won
any recognition yet from researchers in universities, we need it as a species to
ameliorate the cultures of consumerism, tribalism, nationalism, the ‘isms’ of identity
politics, and capitalism. We might well describe these cultures as the five horsemen of a
modern Apocalypse for they are freezing the assumptions we consider in problem-solving
and decision-making to a maelstrom of collectively unintelligent competition. Manifestly,
they are bringing on numerous ecological disasters and, increasingly also, the mass
migrations we appear incapable of managing without immense suffering.
Having made my career in the field of executive and life coaching, I’ve become unusually
aware of the qualities of life energy that are driving us from moment to moment and
shifting us from mood to mood. Having studied evolutionary psychology, I’ve become
aware how those qualities are structured by our DNA to assure the survival of genes, not
our individual well-being. Having also studied psycholinguistics, I’ve become aware of
how much of that energy has become encoded in the memes of culturally automatic
language that distract us from making the conscious choices that, alone, will save us
from the monolithic roboticism angering and endangering so many of us.
You and I live our lives as human beings who want to feel both well-being in each
moment and meaningful over the courses of our lives. If you find these principles useful
in the living of your life as a human being who wants our children to be free of the threat
of catastrophe, I hope you’ll remember later to give what you’ve learned away – because
I want my children to inherit a world that is consciously finding a coherence it certainly
lacks today. I want them to feel about me and my peers in problem-solving just a little
like we in our brashly ‘confident’ westernized post-WWII youths thought about Winston
and Clementine Churchill or, if you grew up speaking French, Charles et Yvonne de
Gaulle.

Angus Cunningham
Toronto and Georgian Bay
23 February, 2016
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‘Thinking, Fast and Slow’
In the terminology of “Thinking, Fast and Slow” (by Nobel Economics
Laureate Daniel Kahneman, 2011), our 'System Two' neurological
resources (sometimes called mammalian primate cortex) can, if we
‘tell/request’ them to do so but not otherwise, process the outputs
passed automatically to them by our 'System One' resources
(sometimes called our reptilian brain or limbic system). We can also
influence, slowly but deliberately, refinements to our automatic
'System One' processes. In light of recent research in the field of
‘neuro-plasticity’, how might we use discoveries in the fields of
philosophy, psycholinguistics and congruence between language and
appearance to advance our abilities to combine FAIRNESS with
EXPEDITION?
MORE ACCURATE PROBLEM-SOLVING COMMUNICATION …

From First Guess to Reliable Insight
Sensing

Expressing
?
?
?
?
?
?

Intuiting, Interpreting,
Imagining, Remembering,
Organizing, Articulating,
Authenticating, etc.

Faster but
shallower
|
Slower but
deeper

(Drawing on the ideas of ‘Theory U’ in the writings of MIT’s Otto Scharmer)
© 2014-5 by Angus Cunningham. All rights reserved. Permissions: angusc@authentixcoaches.com
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Where do you imagine they go? – I mean emotions that should have
been felt, but were not – such as regret for a harsh word, guilt for a
crime, embarrassment, propriety, shame?

– Salman Rushdie
Author of “Shame”8

Ch. 1 – Interrupting the Cultural Robot:
True Selves in Learning Conversations
On returning from Munich after a meeting with Adolf Hitler in 1938 Britain’s Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain didn't say "I have hope now". He proclaimed "Peace in our
time!" But that proclamation, although he and almost everyone in the English-speaking
culture wanted fervently to believe it, turned out to be grievously untrue.
Suppose he had instead been less specific and said "I have hope now". It’s hard to
imagine that happening within the linguistic usages considered normal in those days.
But that much more modest observation would almost certainly have been a more
honest one. What’s important from our point of view today is that, if he had limited
himself to saying “I have hope now”, everyone witnessing it first-hand would have
recognized his observation as an honest one. Would such a self-revelation also have
evoked the dispositions of curiosity needed for learning?
I’ve written this book because my experience with IHXENs9 since 1992 has been that an
honest IHXEN always evokes attentive curiosity. That’s an emotional state in which
conscious learning is possible. Do you think it’s possible that, had Chamberlain said “I
have hope now”, he would have evoked from his listeners not only in Britain but also in
then Nazi Germany and elsewhere around the world would have a state in which they
would have been wondering "What hope do you have now, Mr. Chamberlain?" What if
his listeners had then received – in response to curiosity expressed to him in such a way
– another authentic observation from him, then who could possibly doubt that, in
relation to the key world issue of the day, the question on everyone’s mind would then
have been the "Why do you have hope, Mr. Chamberlain?"
Such a question would have put Chamberlain into a self-reflection in which he would
have given himself at least some chance to learn more than it seems today he did learn
from his experience in Munich. Likewise today, if the principals involved in negotiating
the Greek debt situation that has scarcely ever been out of the headlines since the onset
of the Great Recession had turned to honest IHXENs instead of mutual accusations, more
8

Jonathan Cape, London, first published in 1983
Note to Peggy Mason: IHXEN (pronounced ‘Eye-Zen’ for convenience) is the acronym for the “I
have ‘X emotion’ now” form of I-statement. The IHXEN form turns out to have a number of
attributes of value in facilitating – at challenging moments – the establishment, maintenance, and
deepening of trust among the participants in a problem-solving conversation/negotiation. The
discovery that this is so forms much of the raison d’être of this book.
9
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self-reflection would now be occurring. Or, if the country leaders involved in the Syrian
Civil War and the search to find ways of helping its tide of refugees and migrants had
presented honest IHXENs to each other, less hasty reactions would have occurred and be
likely now to be having a cumulatively defusing effect in that horrendous crisis. In sum,
a conversation in which simple interactions involving IHXENs and the curiosity they
evoke leads to learning by all parties; and a world of learning conversations is a
communicating world, not a fighting world10.
I have combined this rumination on world history with many experiences over the years
since the day in 1992 when the idea of the IHXEN structure first occurred in me. And I
conclude that:
1. Being specific enough to please a majority can easily risk straining one’s
authenticity in the future
2. Honest IHXENs statements avoid two problems: they are never too
specific to be felt as inauthentic nor do they risk either insulting or
misleading
3. Honest IHXENs are therefore useful linguistic tools for facilitating
problem-solving.
I have satisfaction now: I have worked with verbal clues from my unconscious to
express something I believe is true enough for you to be able to rely on it. But I do not
have equanimity yet because I confess to having some doubts that, even if you are
prepared to take my word as to the utility of honest IHXENs in some circumstances, you
will yet be wanting to start practising them.
So let me next tell you of an adventure I had seeking work after a protracted period of
contemplation, in which I had had no income.

Meeting a Challenge at National Hydraulics
"I have ANGER now!”
None there had ever heard such a strangely fierce announcement. Have you? It was all
the more strange because it took place in a boardroom in Toronto, Ontario. Yet there
was no doubting its authenticity. Anger was plainly visible in his blazing eyes, in the
grim baring of his teeth, and the squared, forward set of his slight torso.
Ten or fifteen very long seconds passed before one of the five other people there spoke.
Alan Bawks was one of the 7 people who formed the Management Committee of National
Hydraulics that summer of 2005. He seemed to know that the speaker was someone
whom no one there had yet had capacity or interest to acknowledge in the way the
10

The word ‘communication’ comes from Latin, where it meant 'the process of continuing to
fortify each other'
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speaker wanted or needed. “Why do you have anger, Angus?” he asked quietly, for it
was indeed your present author whose strangely fierce utterance had evoked that
electric silence among the 6 members present that day of the 7-member Management
Committee11.
It was Alan who, as the company’s Sales Manager, had answered the phone when I first
approached the company as a prospective consultant/coach, a few months before. He
had been the first of the committee to learn of my experience-based belief in the vital
and vitalizing value of scrupulously accurate utterances such as the one of ‘high-voltage
passion’ from me he had just heard. In one-on-one conversations I had had with him
over the few months since that I had been interning at National Hydraulics, I had
opportunity to demonstrate to him that honest IHXENs are a simple, although not yet
culturally normal, way of expressing oneself in an unmistakably authentic way without
risking giving either offence or yielding ground unsafely. So I wasn’t surprised that, of
my 5 fellow committee members present that day, it was Alan who broke the highly
charged silence. But I was relieved by the empathy I could hear in his question; and the
small element of relief from my anger that I had gained by expressing it in IHXEN form
expanded. It allowed me to become more fully conscious of the danger in which I was
now in than would have been the case if I had not practised honest IHXENs before
approaching National Hydraulics.
We need not be concerned here by all of the specifics of that danger. Suffice it to say
that the crux of my anger had been a fellow member of the committee trotting out a
judgment that I feared, had it been believed, would trash the value in the minds of my
fellow committee members of the several months of volunteer work as an experienced
intern I had by them put in.
You weren’t there, of course, but if you had been, you would have known that you and
everyone else there had set aside time for the meeting, and that you had come to solve
a problem of urgent necessity. And I’m guessing you would, like everyone else, at the
meeting be pondering that fierce utterance. Why had it occurred? What might it
portend?
How would you have conducted yourself? Would you have
been polite and sought to follow a fierce speaker’s follow-up
to the quietly empathic question that, at length, had come
forth in response? Would you have suggested or requested a
meeting adjournment? Would you, to diffuse an atmosphere
that had suddenly become emotionally charged, have tried to
change the subject12? Would you have pondered whether the
speaker’s demeanour matched his words? Was the
congruence of look and word really true, or could it have
11

In this draft, available to well-wishers of this book’s publication, I deliberately avoiding
revealing in the opening passage that it was I who made that fierce “I have anger now” utterance
– in the hope anyone reviewing it might just possibly not guess as much. If in fact you did guess
you might have had difficulty visualizing how the action and dialogue could become a model for
functional behaviour in the circumstances of a ‘must-solve problem’
12
As if you were mothering a child.
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come ‘from Hollywood or Bollywood’? Could it actually be a guarantee that the speaker
knew his emotion, had enough control of its energy, and was now expecting attention,
certain that such attention was not only merited but that it was the highest priority at
that moment for the purpose for which the meeting participants were assembled. Would
you have wondered whether some valuable new perspective was about to revealed?
Would you have summoned every ounce of your energy and ability to concentrate in
order to participate in discovering such a perspective? How, actually, would you have
thought, or acted?
The boss, Bill Boyko, owner and President of National Hydraulics, was absent that day,
so no one was in the immediate sway of any irresistible corporate social hierarchy. Yet
no one left; and no one interjected a distraction or proposed an adjournment. In fact no
one remonstrated in any way. Perhaps, I now had cause to hope, my fellow committee
members were paying careful attention to find out how an outsider who had silenced
everyone with an utterly unconventional self-revelation would respond to Alan’s
question.
Alan’s empathic response to my fierce honesty had relieved some of the alarm I had felt
at the danger posed to the estimations of my worth to the company I was seeking to
have recognized, and I now became presently conscious that, if I didn’t use my energy in
a constructive way, the value of my volunteer work would be at risk of being ignored or
discounted. So I began thinking concentratedly about how to avoid losing, in my
response to Alan’s quiet empathy, the potential of that work to be rewarded with some
credit amongst my fellow committee members. In short, the silence my fiercely, yet
recognizably, accurate I-statement had commandeered was allowing me to gather
more of the reins of my wits to assess what now was transpiring. Might the others now
begin to pay my vision the close attention I believed it merited?
“I have anger now” is an example of a psycho-linguistic invention, or rather rediscovery13, of mine from 1992. It’s one of many statements that can be formed by the
general “I have ‘X emotion’ now” structure – a structure I had been practising ever since
in private settings. So in a sense I had been preparing for that moment of challenge for
years.
In 2005 an explicit admission of being angry in a management committee meeting was
‘beyond the Pale’ of Canadian corporate convention, and likely of almost any public life in
the English-speaking world, although with the onset of the Great Recession, cracks in
that cultural habit are now yawning open. As for Alan’s quiet enquiry, it had revealed to
me that he was not only wanting to express empathy for my unpleasant experience of
anger; his curiosity was clearly also authentic. Might this be the opportunity I was
seeking? Could I take responsibility for my anger without accusing the person who had
triggered it of any malevolence? If so, might there be a possibility now of proving the
value of the psycho-linguistic innovation I had been practising diligently in less
challenging circumstances for so long?

13

Some evidence exists that it was first used in the Plantagenet Court of Henry V who was the
first king of England to order his Court to speak in English, 250 years after the Norman invasion
had made Norman French the language of English Courts
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Exactly how I accomplished what I then needed to prove I can’t remember. But I can
tell you that, later in the meeting, everyone present agreed that in the future, whenever
we had difficulties trying to solve problems together, we would try to exchange present
I-statements of the IHXEN structure I had introduced to them with a degree of
authenticity that few see in English-speaking corporate life today except in the signing of
creditworthy cheques. And a few weeks after that boardroom meeting the following
happened:
The bottom line of National Hydraulics began – after a long, slow decline of many
years – to turn back up14
Senior members of its Management Committee recommended to Bill that he put me
on salary
Bill accepted their recommendation and also appointed me to his company’s
presidency15.
Bravado and decision-making are common bedmates. But bravado does not support
good problem-solving. Bravado expresses something hoped for but not with
authenticity. That is why the schematic which opens this chapter points to possibilities
for deepening understanding of the unconscious factors bearing on our thinking at
challenging moments. It suggests that the I-statement structures we use at such
moments point to possibilities that a message we are about to utter may be neither as
authentic, and therefore reliable, nor as empathic, and therefore as receivable, as we
would like it to be.
For the most part, our parents and mentors and friends, in common with our children,
siblings, colleagues, bosses, employees, clients and suppliers, would all like us
to be as authentic and empathic as possible. That way we would always
make reliable contributions to needed problem-solving that they will be
open to hearing. How can we make such contributions without giving
away the work we do for free?
We all learn naturally what words to use to express
ourselves frankly. To add honesty, which is
the precursor to combining authenticity with
empathy, we must find words to value both
others and ourselves, and we must do so
without flattery. To value me in the feelings you express about the diagram opening this
chapter may be difficult for you. If you find what it evokes for you not to your liking,
you would be frank if you told me something like “that’s gobbledygook”. But to be
deeply honest, you must add something positive about me that you also believe to be
true. You might, for example, say that the diagram currently makes no sense to you
while also empathizing with my persistence in the work of writing a book. You would not
14

As confirmed by Paul Delamere, National Hydraulics’ Controller, and a participant in the
meeting described
15
This left Bill free to find a larger company to buy National Hydraulics, a task with which he was
successful less than a year later
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then have been dishonest about your feelings about the diagram, but you would have
managed to find some value in me. That would leave the conversation open for
learning. That’s the essential difference between frankness and honesty. Of course, the
issue then would be: “Do we have time for a learning conversation?”
That’s a question we can only answer with some way of estimating the return we would
make on our investment, which is rarely an easy estimate to make. But the engagement
described in the next chapter sheds some surprising light on the subject. The
measurable return turned out to be recovery of a $9+ million debt that had been
outstanding for 3 years and on which all but my client, the founder and CEO of a 45employee hydro-electric dam construction company, had given up; and the investment
required turned out to be $30,000 in out-of-pocket costs plus perhaps $50,000 to
$80,000 in internal opportunity costs spent on learning proficiency in IHXENfacilitated problem-solving conversation. No one could have foreseen this result, but
the numbers speak to us today as an example of what can be achieved when IHXENs
are introduced to a challenging problem-solving conversation.
“I have anger now” is an extreme example of the “I have ‘X emotion’ now” structure of
I-statement. That fiercely accurate announcement I used for the first time in a public
setting in National Hydraulics’ boardroom, didn’t value anyone but me, so strictly
speaking it was only frank. But notice that it didn’t devalue anyone else. “I have anger
now” is actually on the borderline between being frank and being honest, but what is
crucial to take away from this is that I found – in a situation where our habits as a
language community in challenging moments usually either accuse, fall silent, or
withdraw – that such a simple and obviously true statement garnered the attention of
which I was then in dire need.
So, next time you have anger, how will you behave? Keep a lid on it, express it
accurately – perhaps with an IHXEN, or ‘duck out’?
At the cruxes of the four adventures I’ve described so far quite different energies were
affecting me. We call these energies affects, and divide affects into two categories:
emotions, which are relatively swiftly changing affects, and moods, which are more or
less stuck affects.
In the first adventure, I was conscious enough to be able to name my affect. With
Johanna I owned that I had a socially unattractive one, grief. The alternative to grief
seemed to me to be anger but in reality at my core was probably shame that I could not
get the attention I wanted from her. In the second adventure, Christopher owned –
after hearing from me his first example of an IHXEN (I have curiosity now)– that he had
a socially unattractive emotion, alarm, which he and I both later agreed was evidence of
his normal social protection against the possibility of experiencing shame that he would
be found unable name his emotion. In both these adventures, the immediate outcome
of our exchange of honest IHXENs was good for everyone involved, including me.
Furthermore, the chances in the longer term for a yet better outcome were enhanced for
everyone too.
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In the third adventure, I – as Ponks – was the successor in consciousness to a child
whose early life in India had exposed him to terrifying feelings of worthlessness, i.e.
shame because he had repeatedly been neglected by an exceptionally busy mother and
abandoned by ayahs his family had had to leave behind when his family was required by
the Army to move. Ponks had naturally experimented with ways to get the attention
that would he would have needed to dispel the terrified feelings triggered by neglect and
abandonment. In the chestnut tree story, who knows what emotions had driven me.
But what seems clear today is that doing something extraordinarily difficult was, at least
in theory, a more adult way of attracting attention than the lying on my back and
screaming that my mother told me had worked for me as an infant in India. That the
actual outcome, after a brief period of exultation, was a nearly fatal fall was unfortunate.
But today, people know me for my ability to concentrate. So I have no difficulty
asserting that, if Ponks had more thoroughly developed by then the continuity of
concentration necessary to complete safely what he had determined to do, his aim would
have been a good one.
In the fourth adventure, I was seeking work and faced with a challenge to my survival
with a social identity as a competent adult. Like Ponks I was feeling the anger by which
we often ward off shame, but this time I had had experience in personal settings to
suggest to me I could safely express my anger with an IHXEN. I did so, and the results
were positive ones.
This book is not a justification for expressing anger anywhere or anytime with I have
anger now I-statements. But it would not have taken the form it has had I not had that
moment of challenge at National Hydraulics. My experience of that moment led me to
place reliance on the idea that one way to help groups of people – whether in
families, work teams, or partnerships at a variety of levels – in problem-solving
communication is to begin practising honest IHXENs. I had already learned in
private settings that accurate IHXENs had positive communication value. But from that
moment of difficulty standing up effectively for the merits of my contributions in a
Toronto boardroom I also learned that an extremely socially unattractive, yet also
accurately frank, IHXEN – “I have anger now” – is (a) safe for me to utter, (b)
immediately recognized – even in a public setting where one’s authenticity is more
difficult to establish immediately – as both authentic and not too alarming, and (c)
evocative of the attentive curiosity its utterer feels is necessary.
What I especially like most about the IHXEN way of communicating in extreme difficulty
is that it fits with my especially klutzy lack of ability to confabulate in order to be
diplomatic: I simply can’t, by reason of my personal story16, take advantage as much as
my peers (unconsciously, I believe) routinely do of the social conventions by which mild
and conventional dishonesties save the moment but mislead problem-solving ‘down the
road’. Harvard University’s Professor Sissela Bok, author of “Lying17” and Duke
University’s Professor Dan Ariely, author of “The (Honest) Truth about Dishonesty18”,
seem to me to make compelling cases that our reliance on small dishonesties is an
unrecognized factor in driving larger ones and tipping entire societies into seemingly
16
17
18

Elaborated in chapter 3
First published in 1978 by Pantheon Books; third edition republished in 1999 with new preface
Published in 2012 by HarperCollins
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intractable problems. And Chrystia Freeland’s widely admired 2013
book “Plutocrats: The Rise of the GLOBAL SUPER-RICH and the Fall of
EVERYONE ELSE my IHXEN” suggest that it’s also true that, if we don’t
start soon to emancipate ourselves from dishonesties driven primarily
by reticence to express anger and disgust, the ‘alpha personalities’
among us will certainly take advantage of those of us who, perhaps
sadly, may be believing we must remain frustrated ‘beta’ personalities.
Alpha personalities may not be deliberately exploiting us. But, unless
we can be as certain as I was in that boardroom moment of truth that we merit their
attentions and recognition for qualities and information our unique experience has given
us, how can we hold alpha personalities accountable?
This raises questions for us all, for example:
Is it only technology that is increasing the social instability arising from income diversity?
Aren’t today’s common conventions of thought and verbal expression having the effect of
tipping us into both that and other disasters? If so, how can we introduce psycholinguistic practices that would serve us all better? Can emoto-linguistic ‘elevators’ such
as the one illustrated in the introductory page of this chapter help us channel our
energies out of emoto-linguistic automaticities19 into useful contributions to effective and
fair problem-solving?
Many of my friends and colleagues, surveying the world today, feel that, even with all
our technology and valiant recalls occasionally of great traditions and exemplars of
universally admirable morality, we are creating problems faster than we have capacities
to solve them. Might IHXENs (or a phrasing that helps all parties keep in mind both their
and others’ essential human potentials) help us reverse such an unsustainable trend?
In light of the economic turbulence and stagnation of recent years, the social
disharmonies, conflicts and terrorism building around the world, and the worries about
climate change and ocean pollution that will be making reaching agreements to respond
more challenging, the idea that we are all in this together cannot any longer be limited
to the despairingly angry bleats of unfortunates in societies’ about to tumble over ever
deeper and sheerer cliffs, can it?
In the early chapters of “David and Goliath20”, Malcolm Gladwell draws the threads of
peer-reviewed published social research to demonstrate convincingly the large role that
luck plays in fields such as schooling, sports, parenting, and business. We are lucky if
we grow up feeling our contributions of talent and persistence will be rewarded. So the
idea that the best ideas and people will naturally float to the surface is probably mere
wish fulfillment by persons either too young to have fully experienced the structural

19

A category of what Susan Blackmore and Richard Dawkins would describe as ‘memes’ – a word
derived from the plural of the French adjective translatable into English as ‘same’
20
Published in 2013 by Little Brown and Company
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inequities to which French economist Thomas Piketty21 draws our attention or
presumption by persons lucky enough to have been born in a success assuring subculture. It seems that society is still bedeviled, as it was in 1942 – according to
psychologist Erich Fromm22 – by the tendency of human beings to fall into hierarchical
patterns whose acceptance of ideas that would make its decision-making both fairer and
more effective is grievously lacking.
My practice of honest IHXENs has taught me that this structure of I-statement has, in
certain circumstances, many advantages for thorough problem-solving that is actually fair
over the more everyday ways by which we ‘normally’ (and in fact almost universally)
express ourselves today in English. Most of the people with whom I converse are
unaware of these advantages; indeed, most are frankly doubtful of the potential I have
found from long practice with IHXENs at moments of challenge. They ‘know’, of course,
that expression of anything more salient than expressions considered conventional in
their particular communities is treading on dangerous ground.
This general skepticism was initially discouraging to me. Moments would arrive when I
was happy that an IHXEN had ‘worked’; other moments arrived when I felt I must be
overconfident of their general applicability. Only slowly, through failures as well as
successes, did I begin to sense what might be the keys to clarifying when an IHXEN
would be effective in dissolving an impending disconnection while facilitating discovery of
the insights necessary for a breakthrough – and when finding the emotion noun label that
would make an IHXEN honest wouldn’t be helpful.
My progress was difficult because, conventionally, we English-speaking people only very
rarely use an IHXEN. In fact, only when we have a socially or politically correct emotion
do we sometimes express ourselves through the IHXEN idiom. For example, when a host
says “I have pleasure now … to introduce ‘X speaker’”, mostly one gets a clear sense this
is honest. Almost never, however, will one hear an IHXEN revealing a socially
unattractive emotion, such as anger, shame, fear, or alarm, or anxiety. This tells
me that we are in the habit of letting our desired social images – what psychologists call
our social identities – contaminate what otherwise would be the authentic contributions
necessary for effective problem-solving.
The widespread phenomenon of people being attached – in the extreme addicted – to a
social identity raises for many academics and leaders this question: How likely to
facilitate accurate problem-solving can suppression or repression of one’s true
authenticity – one’s essence – ever be? Contemplating that question led me to recognize
that whenever a problem remains unsolved for a gravely long period of time emotions or
moods conventionally considered socially or politically incorrect are not being expressed
in a way that is being given sufficient attention. When authenticities are being so
repressed that the perspectives of many of the people affected by a problem are being
automatically ignored, social authorities in the situation remain ignorant of how their own
personal presumptions are literally ‘fixing an intractable problem in psycho-linguistic
glue’.
21

“Capital in the Twenty-First Century”, 2014 (http://www.amazon.com/Capital-Twenty-FirstCentury-Thomas-Piketty/dp/067443000X/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8)
22
“Escape From Freedom”
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Full revelation of an emotion can, of course, result in some of the information it contains
being used against the speaker, so participants in conversation with a person they fear
might use the feelings making up the emotion are inclined to pretend they have no
emotion as if they had no emotion. But an unfortunate corollary of that pretence is that
discussions of needs and priorities giving rise to an emotion are simply not discussed.
There is, however, another way.
To illustrate this other way, consider the following account of a meeting in Afghanistan
that took place shortly after 9/11. It was between Mullah Omar, the Taliban leader then
head of the Kabul Government, and a Saudi prince who was head of Saudi Arabian
Intelligence. The meeting was chaired by the Director General of Pakistan’s Inter
Services Intelligence, who would have been the source of the account I have of it, which
is from the book “In the Line of Fire23” by Pervez Musharraf, Pakistan’s President at that
time. Although the following narrative is expressed in my words, it is drawn from the
account24 given in Musharraf’s book:
At one moment in the meeting Mullah Omar took offence to a remark by the Saudi,
whose mandate was to demand that the Taliban cease their protection of Osama bin
Laden. Visibly furious, Omar left the room.

David J Burt © 2000

But he came back a few minutes later – wringing wet from having taken a cold shower,
and announced more or less the following:
“If you were not my guest in Afghanistan, I would have done you dire injury. I gave my
word to bin Laden that he could live in Afghanistan if no other country would accept him.
No other country has. Osama fought tirelessly and courageously to rid my country of
the Soviet yoke. Now what is he to do? If he has a grudge against the United States,
my understanding is that he has good reason for it.”
In Afghanistan bin Laden was widely felt to have a valid reason for believing he had
been betrayed by the United States. So, in the circumstances appearing to Omar, he

23
24

Published in 2006 (while Musharraf was still the President of Pakistan) by Free Press, New York
Pages 212-214
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felt bound by Muslim tradition to offer bin Laden hospitality. I therefore have little doubt
that the wording above represents quite accurately what the mullah actually said25.
My purpose in presenting this story here is not, of course, to invite a debate as to
whether the Mullah's views of religion, politics, society, and his Saudi interlocutor were
either apt for his country or a valid justification of his behaviour in a crucial meeting. My
purpose is rather to suggest that, although Omar’s taking a cold shower did enable him
to overcome the worst of his fury in reaction to whatever it was the Saudi had said to
him, his discovery and articulation of an honest IHXEN as a basis for responding would
have empowered him to become clearer as to more of the issues involved.
Articulating an IHXEN would have required him not just to be aware of his anger but also
to focus on becoming more thoroughly conscious of the situation facing him. Any
technique that allows one to become aware of one’s anger can be useful. The question
here is: how can one channel the energy of a strong emotion such as anger into a
constructive and relevant contribution for respectful discussion? For what especially
distinguishes an honest IHXEN from any alternative is how much more conscious one
becomes afterward of the factors one needs to consider.
I can tell you that, by articulating internally the IHXEN “I have anger now”, we become
sufficiently conscious of our state of being to express the same out loud without risk of
anyone present not believing us or, indeed, of anyone being afraid we will act violently.
This is so because they can see one is actually conscious that one’s emotion is anger.
We saw in the in the National Hydraulics’ story how I came to know this to be true in
practice rather than just to claim it theoretically.
But that’s not the end of the advantages that being able honestly to voice the IHXEN “I
have anger now” would add to techniques like taking a cold shower, or for that matter,
counting to ten. Most people have found the latter to be of some use in coping with
anger, but counting to ten is nevertheless very often seen by others as a distraction.
By contrast “I have anger now” turns out in practice to attract the attention we need to
attract. Moreover, it relieves at least a little of the anger, thereby giving one a greater
degree of mental clarity with which to think through or discuss what next to do.
These considerations suggest that, had Mullah Omar responded to the Saudi with an
honest “I have anger now”26, he would have:
Instantly given himself a little relief
Expressed his immediate emotion in a way that was recognized as both honest
and non-frightening and therefore trustworthy for the time being
Avoided revelation of any information by which he could later be exploited
25

I have moreover yet more reason to credit the authenticity of this Pakistani account. Musharraf
was educated at the Artillery School of Pakistan, which my father helped to found in 1947.
Musharraf’s terse ways of expressing himself in his “In the Line of Fire” remind me very much of
the tersely veracious ways of speaking of my father, who, in 1947, was attached to the newly
formed Pakistan Army (as a Lieutenant-Colonel on loan from the British Royal Artillery)
26
Or the equivalent in the Arabic dialect he and his interlocutors shared
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Evoked attentive interest on the part of any person in the room
capable of feeling empathy for his obviously unpleasant
condition
Begun the discipline of being accurate rather than voluble in
verbalizing (see diagram beginning this introduction) – a
discipline essential to problem solving
Gained, without distracting the others, time to work through at least a part of a
process of needs discovery process begun naturally with IHXENs – a process we
shall be discussing in detail later in this book.
Might these advantages have enabled Omar to build on the ‘micro-moment’ of trust
evoked by the honesty and non-hostility of his admission – in the IHXEN structure – of
anger? Might they have inspired him to move toward insisting politely on an equal and
respectful relationship with his Saudi interlocutor? If so, then we might reasonably
expect that he would have been able to conceive of saying something like the following
honesty: “I confess I have had huge difficulty hearing your remark as anything other
than an insult.”
Omar would then have been much more likely to rise to the challenge of asking a
relevant27 question, such as: “Was that truly what you intended, Your Highness?”
Omar was not, of course, practiced in articulating IHXENs. But if he had been, he might
have had the presence of mind to conceive of such a response. My learning from the
National Hydraulics boardroom moment of truth I have described is that acknowledging
ownership of my anger helped me become conscious in-the-moment of my needs at a
much more profound level than I ordinarily would have been able. So I feel inclined to
believe that by finding a label, anger, by which to articulate his state of being with an
IHXEN, Omar might well have empowered himself to ask whether his interlocutor had
had the intention to trigger that state on him. If he had, he would have nudged the
Saudi to reflect on what had been the actual intention of a remark that had had the
effect – possibly unintended – of triggering his, Omar’s, anger.
In other words, Mullah Omar would likely have been able, by resorting to an IHXEN, both
to be clearly authentic and to ask a relevant but non-hostile question. In short, an
IHXEN's association with an effective process of needs discovery would have empowered
Omar to modulate what had become an explosive relationship with his Saudi interlocutor
and begun to move the Saudi toward re-cognizing his obligation as a fellow Muslim to
make thoroughly accurate the language by which he had presented his mandate to the
Mullah.
Suppose the Mullah had been able – with the help of IHXENs and the ability one acquires
by articulating them to be much more fully conscious of one’s needs than to react
furiously – to respond in the way I have suggested to his Saudi interlocutor. Would it
not then have been likely that the information eventually passed on by the Saudi and his
Pakistani hosts and various intermediaries to the Commander-in-Chief of United States’
Forces would have been quite different? And wouldn’t that more nuanced information
have focused the West on dealing with bin Laden’s resentment of the United States
27

Relevant: this word originally came from Latin, where it meant ‘raising up again’
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instead of becoming an explosive casus belli between the West and the
Afghan Government?
Such shifts in thinking, made possible by an IHXEN from Omar, would
likely have freed both him and the Saudi prince enough from their
personal presumptions to begin uncovering the collective issues at stake,
which as we now know, were thousands of lives and much else beside. Is it not likely
that the violence the West subsequently felt compelled to mount against the Taliban
would have been mitigated?
Exchanging IHXENs in those anxious moments when we are trying to solve a challenging
‘must-solve’ problem can often, but not always, be both relieving and astonishingly
helpful in facilitating discovery of a vital and vitalizing solution for all concerned. That’s
a major part of the vision of this book. Even if the idea of articulating an IHXEN first
strikes you, as it does many if not most of us, as both difficult to do and unlikely to
produce real benefits, is it one you can afford to ignore? What else have we got to avoid
the polarities exacerbated by the “I am” ‘normalities’ that so easily capture our minds
and engulf us in rigid perspectives? Well, you might counter, we’ve got politeness and
goodwill. But do we always? You’ll find a lot more in the remaining chapters of this
book about that, but for now let me make a confession.
Whenever I feel overwhelmed by the natural skepticism I encounter when talking about
IHXENs, I remind myself of a remarkable contemporary reality. Today, in Israel, most
people speak a language born of the passion of a stalwart little community to modernize
the ancient language of their religious ceremonies and studies. The efforts of those early
idealists gave rise to an unprecedented linguistic phenomenon, the evolution of ‘Israeli’ –
a vibrant language that ordinary Israelis put to everyday use with others committed to
the idea of a territorial homeland for Jews.
The revival of Hebrew is credited primarily to Eliezer Ben-Yehuda. But let’s
not forget how significant must also have been the contributions of
Ben-Yehuda’s wife, family, friends, and colleagues when they were
envisioning how a safe Zion for persecuted Jews might come about.
That language isn’t ancient Hebrew. It’s an evolution from it, and imports necessarily
modern vocabularies from the living languages spoken by immigrants to Israel, which
includes just about all living languages. It nonetheless reminds its users of their long
devotion to an ancient spirit; and some are now even beginning to call it Israeli.
But this book isn’t about ‘Israeli’ – one reason being that Israelis haven’t succeeded yet
in making peace with the people who fled the violence following Israel’s formation in
1948. This book is about principles that refine – with the spirit of accuracy28 – usages of
English that, although conventional, have become conventional. And please note here
that ‘accuracy’ does not exactly mean ‘with precision’ and it especially does not mean
with the politically strategizing notion of KISS – keep it simple, stupid.
28

The word ‘accuracy’ is derived from the Latin words “ad curandum”, which meant ‘toward a
state of caring’. By contrast the Latin words which gave rise to the word ‘precision’ meant ‘before
a cutting off’.
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Conventional turns of phrase tempt us, via the mechanisms of what are now called
memes, to be satisfied with thoughts that, once very apt for a circumstance, grow
increasingly inapt for superficially similar situations that subsequently arise. Memes may
‘sound normal’, but more accurately they are only usual. Honestly present IHXENs
would provide our sorely strained social climates with a protection against the inherent
inauthenticity, albeit normality, of conventional, and thus automatic, turns of phrase.
They therefore have the potential, via their psycho-linguistic warning to replace the
habitual “I am (whatever)” (IAW) self-images that give us social identity comfort (often,
but not always, as we shall see in Chapter 3, at the expense of accuracy in problemsolving communication), to recognize the potential we all have to grow in the spirit of
accuracy.
Can IHXENs bring back, from the oblivion of many centuries of robotic “I am (whatever)”
statements, vital and vitalizing changes in the mindsets we English speakers bring to
discussing ‘impossibly’ large differences amongst us? We’ll have to see. But, in the
interim of discussing in succeeding chapters the rest of Eye-Zen English and its
application in many fields, let’s not forget that ‘Iams’ is a brand of dog food, and that
dogs aren’t very good at dialoguing with humans when gathered in packs. After all,
have you ever been in an upset that did not arise as a consequence of conflicting
emanations from IAW presumptions or claims lodged in either your or your interlocutor’s
psyche?
Let’s now turn to the details of an IHXEN-facilitated coaching engagement. They tell us
in more concrete terms how IHXENs at key moments of uncertainty made possible the
collection both of a burdensome receivable that most thought was uncollectable and the
launching of an Employee Share Ownership Plan – and thereby the renewal of good will
between the founder/owner, his employees, and their overdue client.
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Emoto-Linguistic Elevators
Becoming conscious of unconscious influences
in our problem-solving …
Possible I-statement
How shame avoidant is my emergent I-statement?
alternatives to
Would it:
withdrawal or
Distract existing focus of problem solving?
hostility when
Withhold information crucial to finding an
feeling risk of
equitable solution?
revealing a
Egotistically mislead, i.e. be dishonest, albeit
socially/politically
‘conventionally’?
incorrect emotion.
Etc.
This is my emotion:
… I'm fine
… I don’t like ‘Y
person’
… I disapprove of ‘Y
type people’
… I can’t stand ‘Y
behaviour’
… I expect better
from ‘Y person’

Any of
these
selfrevelations
can be
honest
but,
if so …

… emoto-linguistic automaticity is occurring.
If not, it could signify serious addiction either
to stoicism or to hedonism
… it is likely to be more frank than
contributory of vital and/or vitalizing problemsolving information
… it is likely to be surfacing a perspective
seriously less than humanly universal
… it is likely to be revealing a need for help in
finding a passage through a stage of emotional
development
… it would mask a
presupposition/presumption that begs
exploration/validation

Who/what
should/can change
here when & how?

These are almost always honest and relevant questions in
that they acknowledge situational ignorance and focus
conversation on the KEY PRACTICAL issues

… I’m ‘X emoted
(e.g. angry)’

This is usually frank since visually verifiable and
accepting of emotional reality (hopefully a temporary
imbalance) and thus need/want for help
This is likely to be honest, i.e. better than frank, because
unless blatantly rhetorical it would reveal acceptance of
some accountability perspective
If ‘X emotion’ is a noun, this is likely BOTH to be
authentic AND to invite interlocutors to verify visually
that utterer is aware of his/her emotion; also, because
intent can only be verbally conveyed by a verb, whatever
aggression may be present will not be overwhelming

… I am a factor in ‘Y
problem’
… I have ‘X emotion'
now (IHXEN)

… I have ‘X emotion’ This is likely to be fully authentic and, when verb ‘Z’ has
been chosen after considering ‘do’, ‘be’, ‘give’ & ‘request’
now because I
possibilities and options, to be conscientious also.
need to ‘Z’
© 2015 by Angus Cunningham. All rights reserved. Permissions: angusc@authentixcoaches.com
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“The idea that ‘all men are created equal’ is a gift to the world from
the North American Indian. Europeans who settled here only transmitted
it as a doctrine that they sometimes followed and sometimes did not.
The real source was someone for whom social equality
was no mere doctrine – someone who had equality built into his bones”

- Robert B. Pirsig
Author of Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance (1974)
and Lila: An Inquiry into Morals (1991)

Ch. 2 – Emoto-Linguistic Elevators:
IHXENs and Their Problem-Solving Potential
An investment in 'Eye-Zen English' proficiency by an Authentix Coaches' client always has
an excellent return for all participants. For example, approximately $100,00029 spent on
learning the problem-solving principles of Eye-Zen English resulted in recovery by the
client organization of a receivable of $10,000,000 on which most had given up because it
had been outstanding for 3 years. This investment also led to a spectacularly successful
launch of an Employee Share Ownership Program (ESOP). Together, these results not
only generated much good will between the founder/owner, his employees, and their
overdue client but also set the stage for a cooperative future. They suggest that Eye-Zen
English principles of problem-solving conversation have potential to become a pathway
for increasing the accuracy of problem-solving conversation and thereby spreading both
economic equity and healing in human relationships.
This chapter describes how this particular result came about so that the potential of EyeZen English becomes clearer to readers.
When I was introduced to Chant Construction30 it was a hydro-electric dambuilding company with 45 employees. For over three years it had been owed
nearly $10 million by a ‘well-heeled’ client, an electric utility. Not surprisingly
Ted Chant, its chief executive, sole owner and founder 7 years before, felt
furious. He was also alarmed because the debt was not only crimping his
company’s growth; it was also holding up launch of the Employee Share
Ownership Plan (ESOP) he had long promised his employees.

29

$30,000 in out-of-pocket expenses plus an estimated $50-80,000 in administrative time
Note to reviewers. On 141106, the content of this chapter received the approval of the Chant
CEO as a basis for sponsorship of this book publication project and Ted and I agreed to meet
again when I had found a suitable publisher. We assume the publisher I find will understand that
our duty to readers of this overtly ‘non-fiction’ book includes taking appropriate measures in its
presentation to avoid misleading readers in relation to the book’s central findings and
recommendations vis-a-vis problem-solving communication.
30
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Ted had learned to keep these strong emotions in check, but he also knew they were
adversely affecting his decision-making. So, when Bill Lewis, a consulting broker,
introduced him in 2006 to the author (whom Bill knew had done good work in similar
circumstances with other clients), Ted was intrigued, and a meeting was arranged
between Ted, his director of human resources, Gayle Suderman, and your present
author. This meeting empowered me to prepare a substantial 7-section proposal laying
out the issues I saw in need of resolution, appropriate objectives, and a trade-off
between desired outcomes and end products and investment by the client.
Ted and I then reviewed this proposal and refined it into a firm contract. We then began
weekly 2-3 hour sessions in which Ted described the circumstances he faced and I
encouraged him to make his descriptions of them as accurate as possible. I did this by a
introducing him to the "I have ‘X emotion’ now” (IHXEN) structure of I-statement in
which ‘X emotion’ is deliberately limited to a noun in order both to surface unconscious
presuppositions and avoid prematurely revealing any ideation.

IHXENs and the Scientific Method
An engineer by profession, Ted had held a very senior executive position
for a large and very well-known construction firm before founding Chant.
My voicing IHXENs would initially have felt an unusual behaviour to him,
as it would to anyone unfamiliar with them. But, after observing my
modeling of the shift from conventional usages of language toward the
IHXEN structure of I-statement, he developed curiosity as to why I was
doing that. Then, after hearing my account of that moment of challenge
for me at National Hydraulics and its outcome, he began to appreciate
their advantages.
IHXENs require us to find new perspectives that, nonetheless, are consistent with the
actual energy then coursing through us. Alternative structures of I-statement risk
trapping English speakers unwittingly into unnecessarily blaming language31. You can see
this best by revisiting the story in the last chapter of Mullah Omar and trying to articulate
an alternative I-statement that Omar could have used that would have satisfied the clear
need Omar then had to be simultaneously non accusative while also being obviously
authentic.
When Ted understood this feature of IHXENs, he began to join me in practising
exchanges of IHXENs whenever in our weekly coaching sessions either of us experienced
a moment of anxiety. Such anxieties were either about the veracity32 of what one of us
had just said or about the propriety of what one of us wanted to say either to me or than
another party. In this way we learned to resort to IHXENs whenever we sensed our
conversation moving toward a ‘roadblock’.
31

We shall be discussing these advantages – particularly the means to avoid blaming people,
whether self or others, unnecessarily – in detail in later chapter N. We shall do so by reference to
the language of "Thinking, Fast and Slow", the acclaimed 2011 book by Nobel laureate, Daniel
Kahneman
32
Veracity: truth in the sense of degree of authentication of a verbalized expression
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Exchanges of IHXENs not only helped us to make our relationship a progressively more
deeply trusting one. They also led to our surfacing for discussion and clarification many
intuitions and memories that, in conventional problem-solving conversation, would have
been unthinkable. That is to say they would have been considered either irrelevant or
inappropriate to discuss in a business setting, and thus would have been overlooked.
IHXEN exchanges allow participants in a problem-solving conversation to develop
extraordinarily nuanced hypotheses of relevance to any naturally strong interest. Ted’s
and my interest in collecting the outstanding debt was, of course, intense. So I knew
from my work with other clients that our IHXEN exchanges would help us surface
intuitions as hypotheses of relevance to that goal. I also knew they would help us devise
tests of our hypotheses’ accuracy. These tests were, of course, by reference to one or
another of the following: either to whatever actual data was available to us or to
presuppositions of which we became conscious only after one or another of us had voiced
an IHXEN33.
In this way we progressively refined our thinking. Guesses and intuitions gradually
evolved into reliable insight relevant to solving the challenging problem that the overdue
receivable constituted. Ted – as the following testimonial confirms – found these
sessions clarifying and grounding:
“Having a 2-hour coaching session each week with Angus is to find one turning
the relentless pressure of today’s working world into clarifying insights, intriguing
intuitions, and focused initiatives in which one feels a welcome degree of inner
confidence, and often renewed energy. Each session enables me to reframe my
sense of what is occurring in my world with such accuracy that my setting of
priorities and decision-making is not only making my own life, and those of my
family members, less workaholic, but also beginning to make the working lives of
all our employees more productive and enjoyable. Having Angus coach us
through the many transitions we know we now both must and want to make is
giving us, when the going gets tough, confidence that we “have it in ourselves” to
realize shockingly excellent success!” – Ted Chant, Feb 2007

IHXENs, Accurate Verbalization,
Equanimity, and Decision-Making
Ted and I could now begin to draft and refine an email aimed at interesting the utility's
president in meeting Ted. This brought up the question of how to work with the lawyer
who was already working on this issue for Chant Construction. To lessen the pressure on
both sides one would ideally like to be able to instruct the lawyer with whom Ted was
working not to initiate any further activity. But such a course might have increased
Chant’s vulnerability. Therefore I waited for our ease with the practice of IHXEN
33

Unless one voices an IHXEN one will often remain unaware of the assumptions one is implicitly
making, but once another hears one’s IHXEN, the implicit assumption is more likely to be
recognized
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exchanges to grow before encouraging Ted to consider instructing his corporate lawyer to
put the file on hold, which in due course he felt safe doing. At the same time, he gained
enough trust in me to ask that I work with Ron Robinson, Chant’s Director of Finance, on
the Employee Share Ownership Plan (ESOP).
Ron and an ESOP consultant had worked out appropriate commercial terms for a
prospective Chant ESOP between Ted, then sole owner, and Chant Construction’s
employees. But, in light of doubts about the collectability of the overdue receivable, Ron
was prudently and responsibly reluctant to begin promoting it. The ESOP was, however,
a major part of Ted’s founding vision34 for the company.
At the time of my engagement, only Ted was able to express unshakeable confidence
that the utility receivable issue would ever actually be satisfactorily resolved. I therefore
suggested to Ted that the ESOP could serve a more encompassing aim than is usual for
ESOPs. An ESOP offering document naturally attracts considerable scrutiny. So if
Chant’s were to begin by describing the aspirations of both junior and senior people as to
the values they would like to guide their communications, it would become not just a
financial motivation but also an educational tool. Anyone considering purchasing Chant
shares would, if an educational preamble were to be added to the existing draft ESOP
Document of Offer would be able to study more of the theory at least of the values
essential to consensual problem-solving. I visualized such a document pointing to a spirit
of commitment by all levels to personal-professional growth via dedication to a desirable
set of value disciplines. In particular, I suggested that honesty be an example of such a
value discipline – defining it, as Authentix Coaches had already defined it for clients in
prior coaching engagements, in the following way:
Honesty: The discipline of avoiding either inaccuracy or deception and of being
reciprocally open about intents and evolving intentions.
Authentix Coaches had developed and practised over many years a list35 of eight such
value disciplines – disciplines that will be elaborated in Chapter Z. My associates and I
viewed these definitions as a focus for developing relationship skills toward which
Authentix clients and their coaches, both, could aspire in coaching engagements. Having
worked with this list for several years I anticipated that, by sharing it with Chant
Construction’s senior team, Ted would be able to weave its definitions into his vision for
the corporate culture. They would then evolve as practical corporate disciplines.
When I discussed this idea with Ted, he began to recognize them as ideals to which all
could aspire from whatever was each individual’s current level. We both saw such value
34

In retrospect, Ted’s belief in an ESOP as a central part of the culture he was seeking to grow at
Chant Construction was prescient. Recent studies in both the UK and the US show that
companies with ESOPs have weathered the Great Recession, which started about 18 months after
the Chant ESOP launch, better than other companies: they are more resilient and have lower
employee turnover. See http://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathanrefoy/2014/09/25/deliveringresponsible-capitalism-the-growth-of-employee-ownership
35
Note to Reviewer: This list is currently available at this link. It is likely to become included as
an Appendix to the book
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disciplines as providing a ‘blueprint’ for increasing the level of trust each Chant person
would feel able to repose safely in the authenticity36 and empathy of other Chant people.
I therefore proposed inserting a preface to the existing draft of the ESOP Document of
Offer to Employees – one that would explicitly commit Chant people to aspiring to model
their relationships by reference to the value disciplines set out in it. I also suggested we
start with the eight value-discipline definitions adopted in Authentix coaching
engagements.
Feedback on this idea from the senior group resulted in their approval of all eight of the
Authentix definitions; and a lively debate – one facilitated by IHXENs – then ensued
concerning what other value disciplines the group collectively felt were necessary for
success in Chant’s particular 'economic niche'. This debate ended with a consensus
around a total of 1537 values – values we expected could be elaborated into a 'ladder' of
disciplines to which Chant people, both junior and senior, would all want to aspire. We
envisioned the ladder becoming a part of Chant's employee performance review process.
The ESOP team then asked me to thread the descriptions of the value disciplines into a
preface to their ESOP Document of Offer to Employees. When I had done this to their
satisfaction, Ted added to the credibility of the new value disciplines by having their
descriptions framed and displayed prominently in Chant's offices. The ESOP team then
went ahead with the ESOP launch.
The results? First, everyone involved in these discussions felt a surge of
confidence that coherence between Ted and his prospective employee
shareholders would now be more easily found in the ongoing problem-solving
activities of the company. And second, the ESOP launch a couple of months
later attracted – without change to any of its pre-existing commercial
terms – 'buy-ins' by nearly 90% of its permanent employees. By way of
comparison, such a buy-in rate is about three times the average for
ESOP launches in the United States.
Shortly after the ESOP launch, Ted's and my IHXEN-facilitated sessions culminated in
production of a completed draft for the email to the utility president. But given its
significance for Chant’s future, Ted and I wanted to be very sure that both his and my
states of being in relation to sending it were equanimous. This requirement was not easy
to satisfy. Neither of us was very sure how we could distinguish genuine equanimity
from states of being -- emotions -- close to it. We knew that equanimity lay somewhere
between pleasant and unpleasant emotions. Yet neither of us had much conscious
experience distinguishing between what one might call 'numbed-out indifference' and
what one might call 'carefully controlled bravado'. I suspect that few people do, although

36

Note to Reviewer: Because the word ‘authenticity’ is not widely understood – some cannot
distinguish it in meaning from the word ‘frank’ – I am hoping that passages in the book prior to
this chapter will have adequately made clear the sense in which this word is used here. This link
is to an essay on the subject of authenticity, with particular emphasis on human authenticity
rather than, say, the authenticity of, say, a ‘Yorkshire pudding’
37
Later expanded to 17
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people practising both IHXENs and meditation soon know how accurately to make the
distinction.
Our practice of IHXEN exchanges had, however, made us both extraordinarily
conscious of the quality of our emotions in relation to each significant part of
the email we had been drafting. Sometimes one of us could not label his emotion in
that moment. When this happened, we would acknowledge this reality with the IHXEN “I
have ignorance now”. By ignorance, of course, we only meant ignorance as to what noun
would accurately describe the quality of energy affecting one in that moment. This
shifted our mood, of course, toward amusement, even hilarity; and in due course of time
we acquired a considerable vocabulary of emotion noun labels. I might describe that
process now as dredging up from ‘our mysterious interiors’ noun labels that seemed to be
apt for a moment in which we had been stuck for words. Perhaps you have a little
experience of your ‘mysterious interior’?
The noun labels Ted and I had available to us were drawn from a much shorter list than
the one I now use. The latest version, below, has over a hundred emotion nouns:

A List of Emotion Nouns

Awe, joy, rue, ease, hope, bliss, hurt (see Note 1 in Appendix I38), love, need, rage,
dread, grief, guilt, jeal, mirth, need, peace, pique, poise, pride, trust, shame (Note 5),
shock, scorn, stress, want, woe, thrill, angst, fear, zeal, alarm, anger, anguish, boredom,
caution, challenge, concern, contempt, delight, desire (Note 6), disgust, dismay,
distress, envy, fury, fatigue, horror, hurry, panic, passion, pleasure, pressure, regret,
rancor, relief, remorse (Note 5), resolve, sorrow, surprise, torment, triumph, upset,
worry, tension, trial, yearning, approval, assurance, confidence, defiance, dilemma,
distraction, elation, ignorance (Note 2), impotence, intensity, injustice, interest,
jealousy, misgiving, potency, preference, suffering, gratitude, confusion, dejection,
exhaustion, frustration, obsession, vexation, ambivalence, despondency, expectancy,
anxiety (Note 4), difficulty, hilarity, perplexity, solemnity, tranquility, agitation,
excitation, apprehension, concentration, contemplation, disconsolation, trepidation,
curiosity, fascination, indignation, irritation, protestation, satisfaction, anticipation,
equanimity (Note 3), vulnerability.
Thus our practice of IHXEN exchanges was, without our being aware of this, giving us
the experience to know when each of us had, in relation to a specific passage in the
draft, a state of being very close to genuine equanimity. We were, however,
intellectually conscious that equanimity was not just either pretended indifference or
bravado, and we looked to each other's appearance to inform us as to whether the
other was equanimous or not.
Moreover, the equanimity to which we were referring was specific to the particular action
we were about to take. 'Equanimity' is derived from Latin words indicative of being
equal-minded about doing this or that. Thus 'equanimity', in the way we chose to use
the word in our conversation, is not extensive across many issues, as would be
38

The note numbers in this list refer to information available in Appendix I
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indicated of we had used the word 'tranquility'. We were equanimous about sending
the draft because, having worked for several months refining it, we no longer felt
any inclination either to refine it further or to delay sending it; but we would not have
been tranquil because there were many other issues unrelated to the draft in relation to
which we did not have equanimity.
One day I advised Ted that I felt equanimous about him sending the draft, and asked
him what emotion he had about doing so. He replied: "I too feel I have equanimity"
(phrasing only from my memory). I then suggested he might not have equanimity after
sleeping on it, in which case he might want again to make a change. So we parted with
the unanimity that he would sleep on it, and that, if he had anything but equanimity in
the morning in relation to sending the draft he would make the change he then believed
was necessary and, if he then felt the slightest doubt about sending the result, he would
call me and we would again discuss it. A few days later I learned he had sent the draft
we had agreed on the previous day, and that the utility president had replied by an
email requesting that he visit Ted. Phew!
The entire process took us almost six months. But, to our delight, the utility president's
response began with a starting settlement offer of $3 million. This meant that Chant
could safely assume that most of the remaining $7 million would soon be settled
reasonably amicably. That naturally relieved a lot of anxiety on the part not only of Ted,
who was then able to pass the issue back to his lawyer, but also of Chant's employees
and, of course, me too.

Satisfaction all around
Ted had turned the corner for Chant Construction from what might be described as
gamely brave but dudgeonly frustration at the top and anxiety below to fruitful
negotiation and confidence in future ‘Team Chant’ coherence throughout the
organization. Our practice, at moments of particular difficulty in decision-making, of the
IHXEN structure of I-statement, which is at the root of what is now called the 'Eye-Zen
English' family of Rational Emoto-Linguistics, together with our personal experiences in
shared discovery of the state of being that the word 'equanimity' symbolizes, had
facilitated discovery of 'the crucial difference'. Together, we had empowered Ted to
transform the energy of his anger and alarm – at the utility's neglect of the plight in
which its executives had left his company – into rationally purposeful and, in the event,
very productive energy on a wide but coherent 'front'.
This has been a narrative by the coach in this engagement. But what does the client,
Ted Chant, have to say about the coaching service he had hired? Shortly before he
learned of the success of the email he had sent to the CEO of his delinquent customer,
the electric utility, this was Ted's written testimony:
"Combining corporate productivity with personal well-being has always been more
art than science, and hence a seemingly inaccessible goal to many. We began our
quest for work nirvana 7 years ago knowing that an Employee Share Ownership
Plan (ESOP) would be a part of it. Having helped my corporate team reach and
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communicate the balance among interests that a successful ESOP requires,
Authentix Coaches’ Angus Cunningham is now helping us realize larger aims
through the growing of an organically constructive culture, in which the values we
bring from our home, workplace and marketplace experiences are refined into an
equitable, coherent and vital whole.” – Ted Chant, February, 2007
At the same time, Ted proved the sincerity of these words by letting me know that, if I
had any plans to write a book on my psycho-linguistic practices, he might want to invest
in it. I didn’t then, but I was naturally thrilled by this expression of potential
enthusiasm.
Practice of the IHXEN structure of I-statement was not on its own responsible for this
result – one all the more astonishing because it was not the collective expectation. The
people who used this practice also contributed many specialty skills of their own to
produce the engagement’s success. What practice of the IHXEN structure had
contributed was a rational and reasonable process for collaborative problemsolving conversation for the people who had conscientiously learned it. Each of
us who had become consciously, not just viscerally, aware of the emotions that from
time to time would otherwise – had we not practiced IHXEN exchanges – were less
inclined to be diverted from focusing on accurate and thorough problem-solving. By
acquiring proficiency in exchanging IHXENs, Ted and his senior team were able to
transform the energy of their emotions into trustingly connected and productively
purposeful problem-solving.
And I had starting encouragement to think about writing a book!
* * *
My engagement with the Chant Group did not end with this satisfying result. But that’s
another story – one that sheds light on what people who become proficient in
exchanging accurate IHXENs, which both Ted and I then felt we had become, must
watch out for. That story is told in Chapter 7 – Limitations of Eye-Zen English: Setbacks
after Initial Successes.
But one issue that can be discussed here is how far down in the organization can IHXEN
exchanges be a practical tool. In that context, the following narrative story suggests
younger adults may be ready to appreciate the value of IHXENs.
In late October of 2014, I was sitting in a Starbucks on the Danforth in
Toronto trying to make a list of priorities. I’d finished my blueberry bar
and, frustrated that I didn’t want actually to do anything, I would
occasionally take a sip from my mug of Zen green tea and then put it
back on the table before me. Nothing was going into my notebook.
Suddenly, a man in his 60s and a young lady in her 20s, who later
turned out to be his grand-daughter Keanna, asked if they might take
the remaining two chairs at my wall table. “Of course!” I effused in my
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best gentlemanly English manner for, truth be told, I was at a loose, but grumpy, end
and open to any distraction so long as it didn’t trigger alarm in me that I might become
drawn into a hassle and have to get up to escape.
They chatted happily about this and that, relieving me in the process of the taut edges of
my frustration. And soon a moment arrived when I felt my breaking in on their
conversation might actually be good for all three of us. Can you guess what I wanted?
My manuscript for this book was nearing what I wanted it to be, but I was holding back
from sending the parts of it that I was pretty certain would garner interest from the two
publishing executives I had singled out as most likely to be able to work with me to
launch it. What I now needed, almost screamingly, was feedback that would give me
clues as to how to expand my moments of confidence. If I can ease out those moments
of doubt and anxiety, those moments start to string together and life is pretty blissful for
me for a while. For an author, I suspect that sometimes only small editing changes can
actually bring about such an easing. Perhaps that’s why many of us suffer from what
has gone down in our jargon as ‘writer’s block.
Experience with inner IHXENs has taught me that small actions would eventually lead to
my being able to send, with genuine equanimity, the publishing executives the file I was
envisioning. “I’d like to tell you a true story”, I began to my new table-mates – for I
truly did want to tell these unexpected arrivals in my life about that moment of truth at
National Hydraulics and its aftermath. They looked as if they were open to my
proceeding. And when I had finished telling them of my promotion, questions arrived
from each in turn that I was only too happy to answer.
Then suddenly grandfather got up to leave. “Whoops!” went a voice in my head and a
muscle in my hip twitched sharply. Must I leave out seniors from my ‘target market’?”
Sensing also that Keanna had been excited by my story, I turned to her for reassurance
as she rose to follow her grandfather. “I think it’s a neat idea”, she beamed
enthusiastically. Happy again, I thanked them both roundly, quaffed the remains of my
tea and prepared to focus again on a presentation to the publishers.
A few days later, I presented myself at that same Starbucks, only to find that they had
run out of blueberry bars. Since this was by no means the only time I had recently met
with that dietary catastrophe and I also wanted badly to draft something in the notebook
I carry around, I sternly announced: “Well, that means I’ll have to go somewhere else”;
and noticed, with some inner satisfaction as I left, that the lady behind the counter
looked chagrined.
Half-an-hour later I had bought a book I remembered I wanted and was
walking back home thinking how far it was to walk when all I wanted to
do was sit down and read. Suddenly I realized I was passing another
Starbucks, so it wasn’t long before a blueberry bar was inside me
and some Zen green tea was warming my core. But I needed a pen.
Putting on my best English gentleman’s behaviour I made the request,
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only to find to my pleasure that the young lady handing me the pen was asking if I
remembered her. “Well, now, let me … oh yes, you’re the young lady I told that IHXEN
story to.”
“Yes”, she said happily, and we chatted briefly about her grandfather before I returned
to my table and began writing. A little while later, I grew curious about what Keanna
might since have done with what she had drawn from the IHXEN story. “Oh, I told it to
one of my friends and she said it would help her with her anger problem.”
“Yes,” I responded. “IHXENs help with my anger problems too. And they also help me
with other issues, like over-enthusiasm, for example, or anxiety. One day I’ll tell you
about how that happens, if you like”. She smiled and said she would look forward to
that.
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